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Our Speakers Today

Rolf Grafwallner  
Program Director  
CCSSO

Lori Connors-Tadros  
Senior Research Fellow  
NIEER

Marina Umaschi Bers  
Professor & Chair  
Tufts University

Monica DellaMea  
Executive Director  
West Virginia Department of Education
AGENDA

• Introductions

• Overview of the WV Dept. of Education Continuity of Learning Guidebook
  • Q&A

• Presentation on using technology for remote learning with young learners with best practices and considerations
  • Q&A

• Information about the next webinars
Rolf Grafwallner and Lori Connors-Tadros

INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW OF THE WV DEPT. OF EDUCATION
CONTINUITY OF LEARNING GUIDEBOOK

Monica DellaMea
BEST PRACTICES OF USING TECHNOLOGY AND ONLINE LEARNING WITH YOUNG LEARNERS
Future webinar dates

- April 30, 2020
- May 14, 2020
- May 28, 2020
- June 11, 2020
- June 25, 2020
- July 9, 2020